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1.L The Federation Intemationale de Natation (h�einafter also referred to as "FJNA") is
the international federation which promotes tho development of five disciplines of 
aquatic sports throughout the world. It is also dedicated to providing a drug-free sport. 
FINA claims a membership of 201 national federations, amongst which the Israel 
Swimming Association ls included. Founded in 1908, the hom11 office of FINA is 
located iu Lausanne, Swilzerhw.d. Fn-iAis a signatory of the WADA Code. 

1.2. The World Anti-Doping Agency (hereinafter also referred to as "WADA") is the 
international and independent organization founded ln 1999 to promote, coordinate, and 
monitor the fight against doping in sport in all its forms. WADA is a Swiss private law

foundation. Its seat is in Lausanne, Swi1zerlmd, and its headquarters are in Montreal, 
Canada. WADA has established a unifonn set of anti-doping rules, the World Anti
Doping Code (the "WADA Code"). 

1.3. Mr Max Jaben, 22 years of age, is an Israeli swimmer who is affiliated with the Israel 
Swimming Association. He fa an international-level athlete and was qualilied to 
participate in the 200- and 400-meter freestyle events at the 2008 Olympio Grunes in 
Beijing. 

1.4. The Israel Swimming Association (hereinafter also referred to as "ISA") is the national 
association which governs and administers aquatic sports in Israel. It is a member of 
FINA. 

2. SUBJECT MATTER OF TIIlS APPEAL; THE DOPING OFFENCE AND T.EIB
SANCTION IMPOSED BY TlIE ISA DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE

A, The AdverseAna1ytical Finding 

2.1. On 30 April 2008, .lvfr Jaben underwent an out-of-competition anti-doping test 
conducted by the Israel Anti-Doping Committee which is orgacized under the Olympic 
Committee ofisrael. 

2.2. On 7 May 2008:, the A and B samples of the urine specimens were simt to the Doping 
Control Laboratozy of Athens (the "Athens Laboratory"), a WADA-accredited 
laboratory. The laboratory analysis whfoh took place on 13 and 14 May 2008 using 
GC/MSD showed a soreanlng result for sp-androst-1-ene-17P-ol-3-one (boldenom: 
me1.abolite) which was confumed again on 3 June 2008 upon analysis of a new aliquot 
of the A sample using the sanie GS/MSD procedure. 

2.3. On 5 June 2008, an additional aliquot of the A sample was sent by the Athens 
Laboratory to the WADA-accredited laboratory at the Institute of Biochemistzy of the 
Gennan Sport University Cologne (the "Colagne Laboratory") for the purpose of 
performing a specific isotope ratio mass spectrometric analysis (IRMS). As of this date, 
5 June 2008, Mr Jaben was provisionally suspended from competition. 
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2A. On 26 June 2008, the Cologne Laboratory reported the analysis Jesuits from the A 
sample to the Athens Laboratory, noting in its report Of the same date that "the 
GCJC/IRMS results we consistent with an exogenous origin of boldenone and 
bo/denone metabolite." 

2.5. On 3 July 2008, the :i:esults of the analyses were reported to the NOC Israel, FINA and 
WADA by telefax. 

2.6. In the Laboratory Documentation Package ("LDP") for the A sample whioh was later 
furnished to the parties and dated 27 July 2008, the Cologne Laboratory assisWO.t who 
conducted the IRMS analysis noted in handwriting on page 48: 

"1) E +Amit co-e/u1/on shAnhang 
2) 50195-Bo nlcht mehr idrmti_fizierbar, da zu dUrm"

[Translation by Panel: 
elution seeAppendb: 

]) E ['"' Etioclwfono/one] +A[= Androsttronej with co-

2) 50195-Bo [= Boldenone] no longer identifiable, becl11$e too thin.]

2,7, lo. early July 2008, Mr Jaben was informed of the adverse analytical finding in the A
Anlllysls Report dated 3 July 2008 of the Athens Laboratory. The report identifies the 
_presence ofboth the substance boldenone and its metabolite and states: 

"# Boldenane is an anabolic steroid and it� metabolite 5ft-androst-J-ene•l7ft•ol-3-
one confirmed in sample A2268850. Other parameters of the sample A226885Q are: 
Ph= 6. I, s.g, = 1,008, normal appearance, JRMS data proved the exogenous origin of 
Boldenone." 

2.8. On 18 July 2008, Mr Jaben was sent a short analysis reyort for the B sample from the 
Athens Laboratory. The report stated that with regard to the fmding; 

"# Boldenone is an anabolic s/erotd and Its metabolite Sft-androst-1-ene-17/J-o/-3-
one was oonfirmedin sample A 2268850. 11 

2.9. The B sample analysis conducted by the Ailiens Laboratory did J:)fil include an IRMS 
test result 

2.10. On 14 November 2008, following the receipt of the B sample for IFMS testingjll81: one 
week before, the Cologne Laboratory reported the pre.1encc ofboldenone metabolite in 
the sample, In the same B-Analysis Reyort, however, the head of the Institute stated in 
an "Annotation": 

"Delee/ion of5ft-androst-l-ene-17ft-o{-3-one Is constsient with the administration of 
the prohibited S'!Jbstance boldenone." 

2.11. However, in an "Additional B-Analysis Report" also dated 14 November 2008, the 
Coloen,e Laboratory re-confumed fue presence of boldenone metabolite, but disclosed 
the following findlng: 
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"1he fjl3 C ya/ue of bolde,ume was not co1U1ldered wi/id because of a co"e/11tlng 
substance. " 

B. The Decision of the ISA Disciplinary Commi ttee

2.12. The ISA Disciplinary Coillll'.llttee e-0mprised of three judges held a bearing of the matter 
on 19 November 2008 to decide whether prohibited substances were present in the body 
of Mr Jaben on 30 April 2008. Mr Jaben was represented at thls hearing by legal 
counsel. 

·2,13, Referring to the A-Sample Analysis Report dated 18 July 2008 and coJTesponding
laboratory documentation, the Committee established that the sample contained the 
prohibited substance boldenooe, an anabolic steroid, in the form of a metabolite of 
bo!denone. 

2.14. The Coillll'.llttee's protocol ofthe hearing recorded that the A sample was sent to the 
Cologne Laboratory on 6 June 2008 where it was determined by IRMS analys.is that the 
sample contained boldenone metabolite with the same molecular identification as 
determined by the Athens Laboratozy. However, the Cologne Laboratory also 
determined the pres=e of additional boldenone of a different molecular identification. 

2.15. The protocol of the hearing also established that the B sample tested by the Athens 
Laboratory continued the :findings of the A sample analysis, namely that boldenone 
metabolite was pres�t in tru: urine. 

2.16. The Committee cited the "conclusion" of the Cologne Laboratory that "the GC/CllRMS 
results are r:01JSjstentwlth an exogenous origin of boldenone metabolite", but disclosed 
that it had requested tru: IRMS analysls of the B sample as recently as 12 October 2008 
from the Cologne Laboratozy in order to better evaluate the claim of Mr Jaben that the 
analysis ''was not conducted with the relevant sensitivity.'' 

2.17. The Committee also addressed Mt Jaben's clW'ges that (1) the "chain of events" from
the taking of the A sample until its arrival in the laboratory was "disorderly", that (2)
the "testing process" at the laboratozy was "d/.'iorderly" and that (3) the n:sult<; of the 
Cologne Laboratory presented 11 "confused picture" in which the B sample test, in 
contrllSt with the A sample test, showed only the presence of boldenone metabolite 
without the substance boldenone. 

2.18. The Co:rornittee detennined that the "ahaln of events" concerning the taking of the 
sample was correctly e,;ecuted: 

"Even ff there was some d/.'iparlty such as the recording of the date of birth and the 
identification means of the accused, these faults are no/ of cardinal fmport.mce In 
order to dlsqua/!fjl the pror:us and had no relation ta the laboratory results. 11

2.19. The Commit1ee then addressed Mr Jaben's third objection (see 2.17 above) that "no 
common /dentlflcatlon" existed betwe� the IRMS tests on the A lilld B samples and 
that "the result of the B bottle test can lJ-OI be a bas!J; to confirm the A bottle le.YI." 
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2.20, The Committee rejected this obje'ction on the grounds that the prohibited substanceg 
listed in the WADA Prohibited List included both the metabolites and "allied 
substances". The Committee stated: 

" [In] the results of the bottle A test done in Athens the prohibited .mbsrance f.s 
referred to as Boldenone even though its molecular /deritijlcatlon was BM 
[boldenone metabolite}. 

11 The re.m/ts of bottle B done in Cologne in November 2008 showed the presence of 
only BM but in our opinion It Is a substance that the body produces as for tak!rig 
Boldenone which Is of  an exogenous source, as staled at the Cologne lab answer 
under the heading "Annotation". 

2.21. Based on the above, the Committee held that the "B bottle test confirms the results of 
[the] A bottle tes/ and that the accused used prohibited substance[s]." 

2.22. The Committee imposed the following sanction in its decision of19 Novemblll'. 2008: 

''After weighing the claims of the parties involved regarding the ptmlshment 11Jld 
bearing in mind that the swimmer was denied participation at the last Olympic 
Games, and in the /ighr of this be/rig h/11ftrst violatirm, we pass sentence on him of 
one year ineligibility suspension starting of [sp] the date of his provisional 
suspension by us [on] 5.6.08. 11 

C. ISA's NotifiClltion of the Decision to FINA; FJNA's Response to ISA

2.23. One day later, on 20 November 2008, ISA in.fanned FINA of the one-year sanction 
which it had imposed upon Mr Jaben. 

2.24. In FINA's response dated 2 December 2008 to this notification, the Executive Director 
of PINA stated: 

"We would like to stress out that, tn applicatton ofnile DC 10.2, the regular sanction 
for use of such substance (Boldenone: Class S.J,a. Anabolic Agent) is 2 years. Only 
very pwticular cirr:umstances (where competlror has to establish that he bears i1Q
significant fault or negligence and show how the prqh/b/ted substance entered his 
system) canjusfi/Y a reduction to mw:lmum l year In accordance with DC 10.S.2. 

We do not believe thal the non-particfpatton at the Beijing 2008 - Olympic Games 
and a first violation, have met the requiremenJs ro reduce the sanction. 

Therefore, FINA wants to exercise Its right to (lllpeal agotnst the decision in 
accordance with DC 13.2.1 and DC 13.2.J which provide that FINA has a right to 
appeal before [the] Court of Arbitration for Sport In cases invofvjng ]n1ernatianal 
Level Competitors. 

Thank you for your kind attention. " 

[Underlining taken from the original] 
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225. On :the same day, 2 December 2008, the Executive Dkector of ISA responded to
FINA's letter as follows:

"I confirm receiving your fax of today concerning Max Jaben. 

I am here to inform you that the Israel Swimming Association has already acted al 
thfs matter and has appealed to the High Court of Arbitration of the J.;rae/1 
Swimming Association in a demand to sentence the swimmer for at list [sp] two 
1ears of suspension. 

Therefore, I would like to allow as an extension of 30 days in order to [complete] all 
internal legal procedures at this case, " 

TI18 file contains no response from FINA to this letter from the ISA Executive Director. 

D, The Appeal before the ISA IDgh Court 

2.26. Following ISA's announcement to FINA :that it wished to appeal the decision of its 
Dlseiplinary Comnrlttee to lts High Court, a hearing took place before the ISA High
Court on 15 December 2008. Mr Jaben was represented at this hearing by counsel. The 
ISA petitioned the High Court to increase the ineligibilicy sanction imposed on Mr 
Jaben from one yea:r to two years to !ICCOtd with the sanctioos of the FINA Doping 
Conti;ol Rules (hetcinafl:er "FINADC Rules"). 

2.27. At this hearing, Mr Jaben's counsel petitioned the High Court to  dismiSI! the appeal on 
the grounds that pursuant to clause 13.2.1 of the FINA Doping Control Rulea and in 
view of Mr Jaben's status as an int6rnationa!-level athlete, the High Court had no 
jurisdiction to decide the case brought before it. Ill the view of Mr Jaben, "the case may 
be appealed exchm'vely to the Court of Arbitration/or Sport." 

2.28. l:n resp001Se to the judge's question as to why FINA's lettei: oi2 December 2008 to the 
ISA contairu no reference that the High Court has no power to hear this appeal, counsel 
for MI Jaben stated as follows: 

'The fir,Sf �ourt according to the Fina regulations is the Disciplinary Committee 
which has given its.final decfston. Now we hClVe ro cheek whether the athlete Is at an 
inlernatianal level. If so, only Fina has the right of appeal aci:;ording to clause 
13.2.2, if the .-wlmmer isn't of an fnternatfonal level - then there was a possibility 
for a first Internal appeal: When we are talking about an athlete at an lntemationr:,/ 
level the Internal courts ,;rre the first level. of jurisdiction after which there !s a need 
to turn directly to the C4S. Therefore, the FINA /ener of the 2.12.08 represents the 
situation r:orrectly. 

2.29. In continuing his pleadings, counsel for Mr Jaben continued: 

"All over the world, appeals that hClVe an international element against the rulings of 
internal courts are referred to the CAS. This enswes a sense of unif)I and 
supervision. Therefore Fina has rightfully said that as long as the .s-wimmer is at a 
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national level, do what you want in your Internal system. Howr:ver ffhe participates 
in international competitions, the first c(fl,jrt would be that of his home country after 
which it would be referred to the CAS, This way rhe world of sports can be 
conducted in a unlfled form." 

2.30. In re buttal hereto, ISA pleaded that FINA regulations have no authority with regard to 
the "our internal courts" ofISA Hence, the High Court, in the view of ISA, h).deed had 
jurisdiction to hear the appeal and to overrule the Disciplinary Committee: 

"The Fina regulations do apply, hut we haye ow internal courts and aur own 
supervision of these courts. When there Is a deviation from authority at our courts. it 
is clear that the correct procedure must be decided on by the High Cwrt." 

2.31. ISA further pleaded to the High Court with Ngard to its Jetter of2 December 2008. that 
"FINA knows about the appeal and corijirms it."; 

"They hCll'e given us an extension and confirmed this appeal before the High Court. 
According to the FINA letter In this respect, the High Court has the power of 
authority. 11 

2.32. After considetatlon of these arguments, the High Court ruled that it had no jurisdiction 
to decide the appeal when it involved an international-level athlete suoh as Mr Jaben: 

"The defence has referred us to DC 8.2,1 of the FINA Regularions and determined 
that the first aourt In case of an antJ-doping offence would be the local Disciplinary 
Committee of the local association. According to DC 13.2.1 an appeal refoting to cm 
inrernatlona! competitor may be appealed exclusively to the Court of Arbitration/or 
Sport (CAS) of FINA ru per the rules of the noted regulations. " 

2.33. In its further reasoning, the High Court stated that ISA had integrated !he FINA DC 
Rules "in their entirety" into its own disciplinary rules. It continued: 

"In matter of fact there is also great logic In the decision of the l.S.A. as adoption of 
those regulations for athletes al an lnternalional level will result In unity of 
obligatfons and punishments /' 

E. Notification of the High Court Decl!lion to FINA and WADA

2.34. By letter dated 18 December 2009, the president ofISA notified the Executive-Director 
of FINA that the High Court had held in favor of Mr Jaben and that tb.1: decision of the:: 
ISA Disciplinary Committee could be appealed "exclusively'' to the CAS in Lausanne. 

2.35. By letter dated 5 January 2009 which was dispatched by oourier on 6 January 2009 from 
Geneva, FINA infonned Mr Kirwen Clarke, Legal !llld Results Management of WADA, 
that: 

" you willfmd a/tached all the information in the case of Mr Max Jaben. Please 
no/e that FffeA is Intending lo file an appeal before the Court of Arbitration for 
Sport." 
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2.36. The tracking protocol of the courier indicates that the shipment was delivered to WAJJA 
"in good condition" in Montreal on 12 January 2009. 

3. FINA's Statement of Appea l and Appea l  Brief dated 7 Janu11ry2009

3.1. On  7 January 2009, FINA filed its Statement of Appeal to CAS which, in the 
11.ocompanying letter of the same date, was declared by FINA to serve slmultaneom as 
the "firs t  appeal brief." A later Appeal Brief pursuant to R5 l of the Code of Sports
related Arbitration ofCAS (hexei nafter "CAS Code") was not filed. 

3.2. Citing the communication date of the ISA Higb Court decision to FINA on 18 
December 2008 and claiming the timeliness of the appeal within the 21 day period set 
forth in. art DC 13,5 of the FINA DC Rules, FINA asserted that the "appeal is directed 
against rhe High Court decision and materially agailill the content of the decision of the 
ISA Discipllm:rry Committee." 

3 .3. FINA submitted that the substance at slruce, a metabolite of Boldenone, ls a. prohibited 
anabollc steroid. The applicable sanction for a. fust violation is a 2 year period of 
ineligibility pursuant to art. DC lD.2 of the FINA DC Rules. A reduction of the 
ineligibility period to a minimum of 1 year is possible only if the conditions of art. DC 
10.S.2 of the FINA DC Rules (absence of significant fau lt or negligence) are met.

3.4. FINA further asserted that the fact that Mr Ja.hen's violation would be a first violation 
"is not per se a ground to reduce the sanction pr(J)lided specifically for this case." 
s�ondly, the fact that the period does or does not include the Olympic Games or any 
other significant event is not a relevant oiroumstance. FINA continued: 

"In any el'ent, 1he competitions cavered by the srmction bear no relation to the 
mgligenoe of the concerned athlete which ts the relevant element lo be taken into 
co11 s fderattr:m when considering a potential reduc tion pursuant to art. DC 10. 5.2. " 

3.5. Based on the above, FINA requested CAS to decide as follows: 

"a. Con.firm that Mr Jab en has committed a doping violation. 

b .  Declare Mr Jahen to be ineligible for a period of 2 )!ears starting from June 5, 
2008. 

c .  Order that all results achieved b)I Mr Jaben since April 30, 2008 shall be 
annulled together with [the] cansequence thereof (hand-back of medals! prizes , 
reimbursement of prize mone)I). 

d Grant FINA an Award/or Cos/$, 
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4, WADA'11 Sf3fement of Appeal dated 30 January 2009 and its Appta!Brief dated 
U February 2009 

A, TheAdmi!sibility of the Appeal 

4.1. Citing art. DC 13.2.1 of the FINA DC Rules, WAfJ-A asserts that: 

"In cases artsingftom an Event in []J1 Interna/lonal Competition or in cases involving 
International-Lrwel Competitors, the decision mll)I be appealed exclusively to the 
Court of ArbllTationfor Sport ("CAS'? in accordW'lce with the provisUms applicable 
before such court, " 

4.2. WADA's right of appeal before CAS is provided for under art. DC 13,2.3 of the FINA 
DC Rules. A!! Mr Jaben is an intematlonaHevel athlete, WADA asserts that the
decision rendered by the ISA Disciplinary Committee on 19 November 2008 may be 
appealed to CAS after the exhaustion of internal review procedmes before national 
reviewing bodies pursuant to art, DC 13.2 of the FINA DC Rules. In th11 words of 
WADA: 

"The decision of December 15, 2008 of the High Cc,w-1 of ISA has exhausted any 
possible legal remedies available agaiml the decision of the ISA Discipline 
Committee Board, except for this appeal to CAS. '' 

B. Complian�ewith AppeaIDeadlineii

4.3. Citing arl DC 135 of the FINA DC Rules and the 21 day deadline for filing an appeal
to CAS from the date of receipt of the decision, WADA refers to FINA's letter dated 5 
January 2009 to Mr Kerwin Clarke ofWADAlnwhich is stated: 

"Dear Mr Clarke, 

You willjlnd attached all the lriformation In the case of Mr Max Jaben. Plea5e note 
that FINA ls Intending to file an appeal before the Court of Arbitration for Sport. 

We remain at ;your disposal for an;y farther question you may have. 

Yours sincerely, 
Johan Lefabver 
Doping Control Admin/slTator" 

4.4. Because WADA's Statement of Appeal was filed with CAS on 30 January 2009, the 
filing was, in the view of WADA, within the 21 day filing deadline. 
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4-5. WADA agserts that the metabolic boldenone present in :Mr Jaben's A and B samples on 
30 April 2008 was an 11Dabolic androgenic steroid. It appears on the WAJJA 2008 
Prohibited List under class S"l and is prohibited in and out of competition. 

4.6. As a result, in the view of WADA, art. 2.1 of the WADA Code and art . DC 2.1 of the 
FINA DC Rules have been violated by Mr Jaben. The athlete admitted this fact by not 
filing an appeal to the ISA Disiplinary Committee decision. He thus lr:nplicitly admitted 
the violation. 

4.7. Pursuant to art. DC 10.2 of the FINA DC Rules, the period of ineligibility to be imposed 
for a violation of art. DC 2.1 of the FINA DC Rules ls two years for a first violation. 

4.8.. WADA points out that Mr Jaben may legitimately reqoost an elimination or reduction to 
this sanction to� year pursuant to art. DC 105.1 (No Fault or Negligence) or art. DC 
10.5.2 (No Significant Fault or Negligence) and a.rt DC 1053 of the FINA DC Rules 
(Substantial assistance in discovering or establishing an  anti-doping rule violation by 
another person), provided he is able to meet the "balance of probability" test. 

4.9. In the view of WADA, Mr Jaben has failed this test as he "did not give an e;,;planatlon 
about the origin of the prohJblted substance in his body," 

D.The Alleged Discrepancy in the Testing Procedures

4.10. Moreover, WAfJA alleges that Mr Jaben's challenges to the orderly process of the 
sample analysis are without merit Both the Athens and the Cologne Laboratories are 
WADA-accredited, Mr Jaben criticizes only the an.a1ysis process, but he does not 
establish any departure from the International. Standard for Testing. 

4.11. With regard to Mr Jaben's challenge that the result of the B sample IRMS analysis in the 
Cologne Laboratory did not eonfum the results of the A sample IRMS analysis, WADA 
submits that the Athens Laboratory clearly identified the presence of boldenone 
metabolite in both samples. WAfJA quoted from the A and B Analysis Reports of the 
Cologne Laboratory !Ill follows: 

A-Sample: 

'The GCIC/JRMS results are consistent with 011 exogenou� origin of Bo/denone and 
Boldenone metabolite." 

B-Sample: 

''The GC/C/111.MS results are consistent with an exogen,:,u:; origin af Boldenone 
metabolite", 
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4.12, Pointing out that the IRMS test had been requested by the Athens Laboratory only to 
determine the e;,::oge.nnus origin of the Boldenone and not to identify the prohibited 
substance found in the athlete's bodily sample, WADA states as follows: 

"The JRMS test hos col1firmed the resulrs of the Athens Laboratory, i.e., the presence 
of Boldenom metabolite. The only difference Is /hat the IRMB test performed on the 
A -sample determined also the presence of the product Boldenone Itself This 
discrepancy shall not void the testing procedure as metabolic Bo/denone Is a 
substance that Is produced by the human metabolism when Boldenone Is taken. 
Thus, it is not unusual fa find Boldenone and its metabolite in the same bodily 
sample. On [the] contrary, it is a confirmation /hat the athlete has Jngested this 
prohibited substance." 

[Bold lettering contained in the original.] 

4.13. WADA also submits the statement of Dr Hans Gayer, Deputy Head of the Cologne 
Laboratory who, in a letter submitted into evidence, explained that the substance 
Boldenone could not be detected in  the B sample because of a cc-eluting substance. 
WADA quotes Dr Gayer as follows: 

''The results for boldMone do not influence the final �onc/usion: the IRMS analyses 
prove the exogenous origin of the boldmone merabo!lte both in the A- and in the B 
;rample." 

4.14. In the view of WAfJA, Mr Jfl.ben's allegations regal'filUg the validity of the IRMS 
analyses are erroneom. In the view of WADA, he has failed to bear his burden of proof 
regarding how the prohibited substance entered his system. The reawning of the ISA 
Disciplinary Committee to reduce the sanction is therefore irrelevant: 

"The only way to reduce a 8anctlon is for an athlete ta establish that he committed no 
fault or negligence or no sigr.iflcant fault or negligence. Mr Max Jaben has failed ra 
provide such proof" 

4.15, After all of the above, WADA petitions the Panel to rule as follows: 

"1. The Appeal of WADA Is admissible. 

2. The decision of the JSA Discipline Committee In the matter of Mr Max Jab en Is 
set aside. 

3. Mr Max Jab en Is .sanc//aned with a two years period of lneltgibility .starting on
the date on which the CAS award enters into farce. Any period of ineligibility 
(wherher impoud ta or Yohmtarily accepted by Mr Max Jaben) before the enrry
Into farce of the CAS award shall be credited against the total period of
Ineligibility to be ser1ed.

4. All competitive results obtained by Mr Max Jabenjrom April SO, 2008 through 
the commencement of the applicable period of ineligibility shall be disqualified 
with all of the resulting consequences including forfeiture of any medals, points
and prizes. 
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5, Mr Juhen's Answer to the Statement of Appeal filed by FINA 

5.1. On 30 Januazy 2009, Mr Jaben filed his Answer to FrnA's appeal and requested the 
folloviing relief. 

"]. To dismiss the Appeal due to lackofjw-isdicfion. The appeal was submitted late 
and out of the time limit and the CAS has nojurisdir:lionwlth regard ta it. 

2. Alternatively, if the appeal is not dismissed due to its late submission, ta uphold 
the counterc/aim and to acquit the Respondent and order to cancel immediately 
the suspenilon imposed on him pursuant to the decision of the lSA Disciplinary 
Commiuee. 

3. If the Appeal is not dismissed as per section I above and the Respondent is nDI 
acquitted -to d/smf.ss the Appeal and to confem the one year suspension. "

A, FINA violated its own rules by waiting for the ISA High Court to render tts 

decbion. FINA'� Appeal to CAS ls filed past the deadline 

52. Citing art.  DC 13.5 of the FINA DC Rules, Mr Jaben contends that the 21 day deadline 
for FINA to file an appeal to CAS commenced to run on 20 November 2008, the date 
upon which ISA notified FINA of the decision of its Disciplinaty Committee.
Accordingly, the deadline to file the appeal expired on 11  December 2008.

5.3. FINA, however, in the vlew of Mr Jaben, violated its own Doping Control Rules, 
namely art. DC 13.2.1 of the FINA DC Rules by not filing, or at least not filing in time, 
its appeal. In its letter of2 December 2008, FINA stated clearly that it: 

" . .  , wants to ,ixercise Its right to Appeal against the dectsfon rn accordance with 
article DC 13.2.1 and DC 13.2.3 which provides that FINA ha.s a right to Appeal 
before the Court of Arbitration for Sport in Ca.fas lnvo/ving International !we! 
Competitors," 

5.4. Mr Jaben continues: 

"FINA decided to wairfor the results of the Appeal of the ISA to lis High Court. It is 
reasonable to assume that FJNA are well aware of their own Doping Control 
Regulations and they had no legal or other justijlcrdion to wait for the decision of the 
High Court of the ISA slnae the High Court of ISA hai no competence on such an 
Appeal and it had no authority to rule on �he Appeal. It ta clear that . .  , since the 
Appeal was lodged on Jamiary ih, 2009, way over the 21 day dea,iline provided for 
in rhe FINA Regulations, the Appeal should be dismissed and srruck out for lack of 
authorlry." 
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5.5. In conclusion, in the opinion of Mr Jaben, the ISA High Court did notha.vejurisdiction 
to deal with the appeal on the decision of the ISA Disciplinary Committee and FINA 
could not wait for the ISA High Court decision to be rendered. He points out: 

"This is al,ro what the !SA High Court //self decided whe11 it dismissed the !SA 
Appeal a11d accepted my request for rejectio11 of the JSA Appeal because of "lack of 
authority" of the Prosecutor to Appeal to a local aowt." 

B. Alleged Procedural Defects and Dbu:•J:"epancies of the Analytical Findings

5.5. Mr Jaben asserts that he has never taken Bold.enone, 

5.7. Mr Jaben states furthennore that1he reports of the analytical findings of the Athens and 
Cologne Laboratories were contradictory. At the beginning of July 200&, more then 
two months following the date of the sa:D1ple coll�ction, he was informed that the 
substance Boldenonewas identified by the Athens Laboratoiyin the A sample, It was 
also stated that Bo1denone metabolite was confirmed in the A sEIIllple and tb.at an IRMS 
test performed by the Colop Laboratory proved the exogenous origin of the 
Boldenone. 

5.8. On 18 July 2008, he was sent a MOrt analysis report for the B sample in which the 
substance identified was again boldenone. This report did !lfil state, however, -as was 
the case in the A sample -that boldenone metabolite was aho present. The B SEIIllple 
analysis did not include "the requiredlRMS test". This IBMS test, in the view of Mr 
Jaben, ls mandatory pursuant to the WADA Code 2008 Prohibited List, The latt�r 
mates: 

"In extremely rare 'indtvldual COS/!11, boldenone of endogenouY origin ca,i be 
consistently found at very low nano grams per mi/lilitre (ng/mL) levels tn urine. When 
such a very low concentration of boldenone Is reported by a laboratory and the 
application of any reliable analytical method (e.g. JRMS) has not determfned the 
exogenous origin of the substance, farther bwestigatlon may be conducted by 
subsequent tests," 

5.9. Mr Jaben contends that "since no IRMB test was made from the beginning for Sumple 
"B", the Sample "B" did no/ and could rwt corifirm the analytical finding� of Sample ''A" 
which did undergo an !RMStest." Mr Jaben. cites art, DC 7.1.9 of the FINA DC Rules: 

"Jf the sample "B" proves 11egarive, the entire test shall be considered negalive and 
the Compet//or, his Member Federation, and FINA shall be so informed 11 

5.10. Indeed, in the view ofM.r Jaben, even Section 5.2.4.3,2,9 of the WAfJA International 
Standard for Laboratories states that: 

"If the "B" sample conjirmCJtlan does not provide analytical findings that carifirm the 
"A" sample result, the sample shall be considered negative and the Tesh"ng A11thority, 
WADA a11dthe International Federation notified of the new analytical finding." 
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S.1 L Mr Jab en asserts, however, that it was not until 5 August 2008 when he received the 
LDP for the A and B samples that he determined that the Package did hot contain "a/I 
the information on the JRMS testofthe A Sample performBd in the Cologne 
Laboratory." On 27 Augnst2008, Mr Jab� submitted onhls own behalf an expert 
opinion i,fDr Douwe de Boer which questions the presence ofboldenone. 

5.12. M:r: Jaben further submits that, following bis objections, it took more than five months 
after the collection date of the sample that the ISA Disciplinary Co!llmittee requested 
the Athens Laboratory to send the B Sample to Coli,gne to perform an additional IR.M:S 
test. 

5.13. In the view ofMr Jaben, the discrepancies between the two IRMS tests and the fact that 
the "B" sample did not confirm the "A" sllmpleresult, "must lead to an acquittal." In 
summsrizlng bis position, he points out: 

"As opposed to the Sample "A" JRMS results, in which it was stated that Bo/denone 
and its Metabolite were found - the Cologne Lab did not find on November 14tli, 
2008 Boldenone in my "B" sample - they only found Its metabolite (and there is a 
huf difference between the two). [n tk JRMS anqlys/s performed on N(Jllember
14', 2008 on the "B" sample, the Cologne laboratory did not confirm the 1'..411 sam'Ole 
results in which both Bo/denone and i'ts metabolite were claimed ro he found and 
hence I ]hou/d be acquitted as per DC 7,1.9. It should be clear that if only a 
metabolite of a p1ohihlted subJ>tance is found in both sa1tples- one moy be  found 
guilty of using prohlblti!d substa.nces -but if in one Sample the Substance and its 
metabolite are found and In the other sample only the metabolite isfouml-there is 
no collfirmation by sample "B" of Sample "A1

' results and the test should be 
treated as 11egative." 

[Underlining and bold letterltlg taken from the original text.] 

5.14. Citing !he above errors and the delays in the laboratory procedures, the uru;afe chain of 
cll.'ltody and the discrepancie� in the laboratory findings, In addition to CAS precedent, 
Mr Jaben claims that he sbould be "acquitted." 

6. Mr J11.ben'J Answer to the WADA Statement of Appeal and Appeal Brief

A.As Parties with the same interest, the late appeal filed by FINA must also be
ascribed to WADA 

6,L In his Answer to WADA's Appeal Brief received by CAS on 5 March 2009, Mr Jaben 
repeats the same requests for relief which he raised in his Answer to the FINA 
Statement of Appeal (see Pt. 5.1 above). 

6.2. Citing art. DC 13.2.l of the FINA DC Rules and the 21 day deadline for filing an appeal 
as set forth in art DC 13.5 of those Rules, Mr Jaben asserts that WADA was first 
notified by FINA of the deci9ion of the ISA Disciplinary Committee on 12 January 
2009. 
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6J. Mr Jaben asserts with regard to the time-spen until the date of the ISA Disciplinary 
Committee decision: 

"This, with all due respect, is not acceptable and miry lead to extreme absurd 
situations In which WADA have an unlimited //me to appeal and the competitors 
right/! are hurt, breached and compromisedjwt because FD/A and/or the Member 
Federation forgot, neglected or Intentionally failed to report disciplinary ewes to 
WADA immediately. This also crea/es a situation that WADA has an interest not ta 
receive decisions and by that extending its time limit to appeal. " 

6.4. Mr Jaben submits that the Disciplinary Committee's decision in his case was also
published in the media in Israel and North America. Moreover, WADA has never stated 
"If and when the JSA notified it ofmy case and why It did not actively ask about my 
C(ISe." 

6,5. 1n the view of Mr Jaben, there is: 

", . .  no p�slble nor reasonable nor justifiable explanation why FINA waited olmost 
two month, to notify WADA ofthe dedsion, unless FD/A knew WADA was already 
aware of the Decision. It took ISA one day fol/awing the dale of the Disciplinary 
Committee decision on 19 Navember 2008 to noti}jl FINA. W\v did it take FINA 53 
days to update WADA?"  

6.6, Citing art. DC 14.6 sent. 2 of the FrnA DC Rules, Mr Jaben asserts that it was ISA's 
duty: 

"., . to tegularly update FINA and WADA on the status and findings of any review or 
proceedings conducted pursuant to DC 7 (Results Ma11agemen(), DC 8 (Righi to a 
Fair HeMing) or DC 13 (Appeals) , , _ "  

6.7. In light of the above, Mr Jaben submits that "the mOJ!t favourable interpretation" FINA 
and WADA can derive from the 14 day period reg_uired in DC 14.6 sent. 1 for reporting 
Adverse Analytical Findings regardiog a competitor to FINA and WAf)A is to apply the 
Sfillle deadline analogously to the regular updates required to be given in art. DC 14,6 
sent. 2 of the FINA DC Rules. 

6.8. In conclusion, Mr Jaben. argues that the WAfJA appeal should have been submitted no 
later 25 December 2008 (21 days from 4 December 2008) which was 14 days after 20 
November 2008, the day on which FINA was notified by ISA. Mt Jaben states: 

"No legal system in the world and most of all not sport law, where the decision of the 
sport organ/2alion may have huge impacts on the life of an athlete, can allow two 
parties shoring the same Interest In an (lppeal tofi,; by their own behaviour the time 
limitfoT an (lppeal. 11 
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B. Alleged Procedural Defects and D!!crepancie.s of the Analytical Findings

6.9. With regaxd to the A and B Sample IRMS tests, Mr Jaben cites the fact that neither he 
nor WADA roceived the complete LDP until WADA filed its Appeal Brief and until 
WADA itself, on 12 February 2009, requested the LDP. The fact of the incompleteness 
of the LDP did not deter the ISA Disciplinary Committee from disqualifying him and 
holding that he had committed a doping offence.. "J was denied my rights for: a fair 
hear/rig and therefore I s/wuld be acquitted" 

6.10. With regard to the discrepancies found in the B Sample IRMS tests, Mr Jaben states the 
followJng: 

"Please note that even if the LDP of the JRMS tesrs will be ac�epted by the CAS, the 
LDP of the sample ''.A" IRMS tes/ supports my case, since In page 46 of the Cologne 
[RMS WP (Exhibit 16 of the Appeal Erle/) the meaning of what is written In 
handwriting at the bonom of the pag_e Is that Boldenom was not Identified becal/se 
1he concentration was lnmfficient. Huw could they claim afterwards that Boldenone 
was found in my body? This clearly proves /hat the Bo/denone Identification in the 
rest was inadequate and that there was a reason to hide the IRMS LDP from me and 
my experts in the heartng-again I say [must be acquitted." 

6.11. The discrepllllCY betwe.in the A and B Sample IRMS tests (the A Slllllple Test proving 
the exogenous origin of Boldenone and Bolden.one metabolites; the B Sample Test 
proving only the exogenous origin of the Boldenone metabolite) require compellingly 
the consequence:i set forth in art. DC 7.t.9 of the FINA DC Rules and Section 
5.2.4.3.2.9 of the WADA Intematiomtl Standard for Laboratories, namely that the 
sllffiples have tested negative. 

6.12. Mr Jaben alleges that WADA "is ignoring the Athens Laboratory results that showed 
that the A sample anolysls showed the presence of Bodenone itself and Its metabolite." 
The5e are two separate subsmnces, in the view of:Mr Jeben. 

6.13. But, according to Mr Jaben, the ''problem" with the Athens Laboratory is much bigger: 

" . . .  as its "B" sample conclusions were wrong and different from Cologne IRJ.1S 
results . . .  The Athens lab report . . .  states that only Bofde,wne was found in Sample 
"B". Jn the Athms lab remark under the "Analysis Results''. the lab states that the 
Boldenone metabolite was confirmed in Sample A2268850 (meqnfng the metabolite 
was found in sample "A" and not in sample ·''B"). Jn the Cologne lab JRJ.1S ana/ysi.l 
report of November J4'h, 2008 (which was performed many months after the Athens 
lab issued Exhibit J to the Appeal Brief [the Analysis Report of the B Sample dated 
18 July 2008). the Cologne lab reached a ,;omp[Mely different resy/t in which 
BQ!denone was not found ill the "B" sample and only Boldenone Metabolite was 
.fssmtJ, . .  This clearly 1Jroves the Athens lab did not follow the Jnternotional 
Laboratory Standards and l should be acquitted and m any case the "B" sqmple 
result did not confirm the "A" Sfl)')U,le result. " 

[underlining from the original: bracketed language inserted by the Panel for purposes of
better understanding.] 
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6.14. In further support of his position, Mr Jaben cites the expert oplo.\on of Dr de Boer who 
confirmed that: 

"the presem:e of Boldenone Metabolites of extrogenous origin does not necessarily 
mean that Boldenone was found, meaning that there are ':false-po�l/ive" results in 
whkh Boldenone Metabolites are foWJd but no Bo/denone is or was actually 
present." 

6.15. After all of the above, it is cleat in the mind of Mr Jaben that the discrepancy in the test 
re$lllts proves that no couflnnation exists that Boldenone was present in his body, that 
the discrepmoy proves a "mistake" in the arutly�is of1he Laboratories. For this reason, 
Mr JabM cequests that.he be acquitted. 

7. Consolidation of both Procedures; Waiver of Hearing; Appoinhnent ofthePanel

7J. By letter dated 16 February 2009, the President of the CAS Appeab Division informed 
the parties that he had decided to consolidate both cases into one proceeding pursuant to 
art. SO para. 2 of the CAS Code "as both procedures concern the same decisions 
rendered by the Disciplinary Committee of the JSA on 19 November 2008 and by the 
High Cowt of the ISA on 15 December 2008 with regard to Mr Jaben." 

7,2. By letter dated 5 February 2009, FINA stati:d that "the holding ofa hearing In this case 
is not absolurely necessary," It requested the possibility, however, to file "briefwr!tten 
ofuervattons in regard to rhe arguments seiforth in the Respondent's Amwer and which 
were not addressed fn the Appeal Statement and Brief" 

7.3. WADA stated in Its letter to CAS dated 31 March 2009 that it had no objection if the
Panel were to render its award on the basis of the written submissions only. 

7.4. By letter of 6 Febmary 2009 and 17 March 2009 to CAS, Mr Jaben agreed that the 
holding ofa hearing would "not be necessary" and to accept an award "on the basis of 
the written submissirms only." 

7.5. By letter to the CAS dated 31 March 2009, ISA waived its right to reque:it the holding 
of a hearing in the matter. 

7.6. On 13 March 2009, the partiu were infonned on behalf of the President of the CAS 
Appeals Division that pursuant to art R54 of the Code, the following Arbitration Panel 
was appointed to deoide the consolidated procedures: 

Mr John Faylor, Attorney-at-law, Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
(President of the Panel) 

Mr Quentin Byrne-Sutton, Attorney-at-law, Geneva, Switzerland 
(Arbitrator) 

Mr Michele Bernasconi, Attorney-at law, Zurich, Switzerland 
(Arbitrator) 
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7.7. By letter dated 9 April 2009, the parties to the consolidated procedure were informed 
that the President of the Panel had decided to gtant the Respondents a deadline until 16 
April 2009 to file their la:rt "short written observations" with respect to W ADA's letter
of 31 Maleh 2009 and the complementary report from the Deputy Head of the Cologne 
Laboratory submitted by WADA. The President informed the parties that no further 
submissions would be accepted by the Panel from any pllrty following the receipt of the 
ReBpondents' said written observations.

7.8. Following the above instructions to the parties, Mr Jaben filed a last written statement 
dated 13 April 2009 which was received by the CAS on the following day, No further 
statement was made by ISA. 

II. In Law

1. Juri�dicrton

1.1. As a Member Federation of FINA, ISA is und.isputedly the recognized sole goveroing 
body in Israel for aquatic sports, 

1.2. Art. 7.2 of the FINA Constitution states that: 

"The Comfitution and rules of a Member mus/ not be In conjliet with those of F!Nlt 
Where there is a conjlfct, FINA rules shall prwaU." 

1.3. Correspondingly, the FINA DC Rule3 pxovides in art. DC Ruk 14.J that: 

''All Member Federations shall comply with these Anti-Doping Rules. The 
regulatlom of Member Federotionr shall indicate that all FINA Rules including Antl• 
Doping Rules shall be deemed as Incorporated into Wld shall be directly applicable 
to Wld shall be followed by Competitors, Competitor SUpport Personnel, coaches, 
physic/ans, team leaders, and club and Federation representatives under the 
jurisdiction of the respective Member Federations." 

1A. In recognition of ISA's obligations under 1he FINA Constitution and the FINA DC 
Rules, ISA.'s ffigh Court in its decision of 15 December 2008 made pointed reference to 
clause 1 1  of1he ISA Disciplinary Regulations and quoted this clallSe in its decision as 
follows: 

"11. R1</es In a case of Anti-Doping Vto/a:ttons: 

In case of mry violation noted in the FINA Anti-Doping Regu/01/ons, all FINA 
regulations that were valid on the day of pe,forming the offence would apply, 
including all legal procedures, rights to hearings and the p1mishmenf regulations as 
au/lined in the FINA Doping Control Rules. " 

1.5. J:n accordance with the FINA DC Rules, the Athens Laboratory, as a WADA-acoredited 
laboratory, sent its positive :results to ISA with copies also being sent to WADA arid 
F[NA. Therefore, there can beno doubt that ISA is, and considers itself to be, subjeotto 
the FINA DC Rules. 
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1.6. In light of the above, i t  can only be deemed consequential and in accoo:dance with the 
rulea that the ISA High Court should first cite art. DC S,2.1 of the FINA DC Rules ln its 
decision of 15 December 2008: 

"DC 8,2J When it appears,fo/lawing the Results Management prooe!ls described in 
Article 7, that an anti-doping rule violation has occurred in connection with a 
Member Federation's Test, the Competitor or other Persori involved shall be brought 
before a disciplinary panel of the Competitor or othlff Person's Member Federation 
for a hearing to adjudirnfe whether a violation of these Anti-Doping J?.ules occu"/'l'ed 
and if so what Con.fequences shcruld be Imposed." 

1.7. In cannot be denied, and ls indeed not challenged by the Appcllants 1 and 2, that the 
ISA Disciplinary Collllllittee is a l't instance adjudicative body which has authority to 
decide whether a violation ofits Disciplinmy Regulatioll!l has otcuned. 

1.8. The Protocol of the hearing which took place on 19 November 2008. before the 
Disciplinary Collllllittee makes specific reference to its th:r:ee judges, cites the ISA as 
bcing the "proser:utor" represented by counsel and Mr Jaben as bcing the "accused''. 
Mr Jaben was also represented by counsel at the hearing on 19 November 2008 and was 
given uncontested opportunity to defend against the chal'ges which had been raised 
against him. 

1.9. Accordingly, the decision of the Disciplinary Committee on 19 November 2008 was 
rendered not by an administrative body of the ISA, but by a judicial body of the ISA 
charged with the responsibility to mal:e a finding offflct and to apply the relevant law. 

1.10. :Mr Jaben is undisputedly an lntemational Level Competitor. His right to appeal the 
decision of his national federation is set out in art. DC 13,2.l of the FINA DC Rules: 

"In cases arising from an Event in an Infurnaliom:il Competition or In cases involving 
International-Level Competitors, the dectston may be appealed exclusively to the 
Court of Arbitration for Sports ("GAS'? In accordance with the provisions applicable 
before such court." 

1.11. Taking into consideration the reasoning of the ISA High Court, which the Panel 
unreservedly underscores, there oan be no room for the interpretation promulgated by 
the Appellants l and 2 and the Respondent 2 that the appeal to lts ''fmernal C(}W'I", 
meaning the ISA High Court, represents merely the exhaustion of "any possible legal 
remedies available against the decision ofrhe ISA Discipline Committee Board, except 
for this appeal to CAS." It would also contradict the restrictive meaning of art. DC 
8.2.7 of the FINA DC Rules which states: 

"8.2.7 Hearing decisions by the Member Federatfon shall not be subject ro farther 
administrative review at the national level except as provided in Artfo/e 13 or 
required by applicable national law." 

1.12. If the interpretation proposed by the Appellants 1 and 2 and the Respondent 2 were to 
be upheld, the differentiation made in art. DC 13.2.1 of the FINA DC Rules between 
"International-Lev�/ Comp�litors" who have the right to appeal "exclusively" to CAS 
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and all other national-level competitrus "that do not haYe a right to appeal w1.der DC 
13.2.1" as set out 1n art. DC 13,2.2 of the FINA DC Rules would be needlessly obscured 
and rendered impossible, to apply. 

1.13. Art. DC 13.2.2 of the FINA DC Rules lays down very explicitly the "principles" which 
are to apply to the appeals procedures of Member Federations in matters regarding those 
(national-level) competlto,rs "that do not have a right to appeal under DC JJ.2.1 ." 
These "appeal procedures" shall ensure that the national-level athlete has the right to "a 
timely hewing, a fair and Impartial hearing body; the right to be represented by a 
co=el at the person's expense; and a timely, written reasoned decision." 

1 J 4. In the view of the Panel, it was not the 1ntention of FINA in adopting articles DC 13 .2.1, 
DC 132.2 and DC 13.2.3 of the FINA DC Rules to permit or tolerate an itttennediary
appeals instance on the national level with regard to doping decisions involving 
International-Level Competitors, except if required by applicable national law and 
national rules. 

1, 15. In light of the above, the jurisdiotion of CAS rests on art. DC 13.2.1 of the FINA DC

Rules and art. R47 of the CAS Code. Neither of the parties have challenged the 
jurisdiction of the CAS as evidenced by their unai.tlmous acceptance of CAS jurisdiction 
in the Order of Procedure. 

1.16. Under art. R57 of the CAS Code, the Panel Ml! full power to review the faots and the 
law. 

2, Applicable Law 

2.1. Art. R58 of the CAS Code provides: 

"The Panel shall decide the dispute according lo the applicable regulations and the 
rules of law chosen by the parties or, in absence of such choice, according to the law 
of the country tn which the federation, association or sports body which has issued 
the challenged decision Is domiciled or according to the rules of law, the application 
of which the Panel deems appropriate. Jn the latter case, the Panel shall give 
reasons for its decision, " 

2.2. The above provision was expressly mentio11ed in the Order of Procedure and was 
accepted by all of the parties. 

2.3, The amended and currently governing FINA DC Rules in the version adopted by the 
FINA Extraordinary Congress in Manchester, England, on 8 April 4008 and which 
became effective on 1 January 2009 (the "Effective Date') find no application in the 
case at band. 

2.4. Art. DC 17.7 of the amended and currently governing FINA DC Rules which adopted 
and implemented the 2007 WADA Code Amendment provides as follows: 
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11DC 17. 7 Non- Retroactive Unless Principle of Lex Mitior Applies 

With respect to any anti-doping rule violritlon case which ls pending as of the 
Effective Date and any anti-doping rule violation case brought efter the JW'ectlve 
Date based on an anti-doping rule violation which occurred prior to the Effectiw 
Dale, the case shall be gllVerned by the stAbstantfve anti-doping rules in effect at the 
time the alleged anti-doping role violation occurred unless the panel hearing the 
can determines t™ principle of le:,; mttfor appropriately applies under the 
ctrcumstances of the case. 11 

2.5. Inasmuch as the anti,dopingrule violation in the instant case occurred on 30 April 2008, 
i.e., prior to the Effective Date of the 2007 WADA Code Amendment (see art. 24.5 of
the WADA Code arui art. DC 17.5 ofthe w:nended FI!'1A DC Rules), the "applicable
regulations" in this case a:r;e the FINA Doping Control Rules ln the version adopted by
the FINA Extraordinary Congress in Barcelona, Spain, on 11 July 20D3,

2.6. The Fane! further holds that the principle of lex mltior finds no specific application in 
the dispute at hand. 

2.7. With regard to issues arising from the FINA DC Rules in their 11 July 2003 version 
which require legal interpretation, Swiss law as the law of FINA's regisrered domicile 
shall apply .  However, the Panel recognizes art. DC 17.1 of the FINA DC Rules (which 
implemented art. 24.3 of the unamended WADA Code)which states: 

"These Anti-Doping Rules shall be interpreted as an Independent and auto!Wmom 
text and not by reference to existing law or statutes ."  

3. Admissibility of the FINA Statement of Appeal dated 7 January 2009

3J. .Art. DC 13.5 sent. 1 ofthe FINA DC Rules provides as follows:

11DC 13.5 The deadline to.file r:111 appeal shall be twenty-one (21) days from the date 
of receipt of the decision b)I the appealing party and FINA." 

3.2. With 1egard to time limits under the CAS Code, art. R32 of the CAS Code also has 
relevance to the case at hand: 

"The time limits fixed under the present Code shall begin.from the day after that on 
which notification by the CAS Is received Official holidays and non-working duys 
are ine/uded In the calculation of time limits. The time limits ftxed under the present 
Code are respected if the communications by the parties are senJ before mi!»light on 
the last day on which such time limits expire, If/he last day of the time limit Is an 
official holiday ar a non-business day in the country whu11 the notfficotion has been 
made, the time limit shall l!Xpire at the end of the first subsequent business day. " 

3.3, FINA was notified oflhe decision oflhe ISA Disciplinary Committee on 2D November 
2DD8, one day following the issuance of the deoision of the Committee .  
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3,4. On 7 January 2009 , 48 days after receiving the notlfkation of the decision from ISA, 
FINA filed its Statement of Appeal to CAS. 

3.5. The Panel has noted that FINA applies the date of 18 December 2008, the date upon 

which it lea.r:ned fi:mn ISA of the decision of the ISA High Court, as the cororneri�emen1 
date foo: 1he 21-day :tiling deadliae. If the Panel were to assume 18 December 2008 as 
the notification date, with the first day ofthe 21-day filing period to commence on 19 
December 2008, 20 days would have expired prior to FINA's filing of its Statement of 
Appeal on 7 January 2009, Under this assumption, FINA would have filed I!. timely 
appeal. 

3.6. After due consideration of the facts, however, the Panel holds that FINA's filing 
deadline to CAS must be deemed to have commenced on 21 November 2008, one day 
following the day upon which it received notification from ISA. of the Disciplinary 
Committee's decision. In the vitJW of the Panel, FINA's appeal to CAS must be denied 
fox being manifestly late. 

3.7. The Panel finds no grounds upon which the 21-day filing deadline pursuant to art. DC 
13.S of the FINA DC Rules oan be held to have been extended in mutual agreement of 
ISA and FINA by reason of ISA's request for an additional 30 days "in order to 
[complete] all internal legal procedures" as contained in ISA's letter to FINA of 2 
December 2008 (see Pt. 2.25 above). This argument was .taised by ISA in its pleadlngs 
before the ISA High Court. 

3.8, The exchange of letters dated 2 December 2008 between FINA and ISA provide no 
evidence that FINA ever gi:anted ISA an extension of30 days nor that it recognized the 
appeal 1o the ISA Higb Court as an integral part of lSA's appeals procesi. To the 
contrary, ISA's letter of 2 December 2008 requesting the 30 day extemion followed 
FINA's letrer of the Bame date in which FINA announced that it would "exercise Its 
right to appeal against the decision in accordance with DC 13.2.1 and DC 13.2.3." 

3.9. Moreover, FINA stated explicitly in the same lettei: that "FINA has a right to appeal 
before the Court of Arbitration for Sport Jn cases mvolvlng Jnternailonal-Lewl 
Competitors". The submitted correspondence of the parties to CAS contains no �esponse 
from FINA to ISA's letter containing the extension and confumatlonreg_uest. 

3JO. Notwithstanding the above, it would violate fundamental principles of falrness If 
procedural deadlines such as the filing deadline in art. DC 13,S ohhe FINA DC Rules 
were to stand at the free disposition ofthe prose.:uting parties, here ISA and FINA, 
especially if the accused athlete remains uninfunned of suoh comlllunications which 
ultimately affect bis procedural rights, 

3.11. The Panel also finds no legal basis to postpone the commencement ofthe 21-day filing 
deadline until 18 Dec0Jllber 2008, tbe day upon which FINA was infooned oftbe ISA 
IBgh Court decision. ISA erred in assuming that its High Court posses�edjurisdiction 
under the ISA Disciplinai:y Rules to rule on a doping violation' involving an 
International-Level Competitor. In referring to art. DC 8 .2.1 of the FINA DC Rules, the 
ISA High Court correctly held that a proper adjudfoation·had been held by tbc ISA 
Disciplinary Committee and that, as Mr Jaben was an International-Level Competitor, 
an appeal was to be lodged "exclusively lo the Cowt of Arbitration for 8p(ff/". 
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3,12. In this regard, it is noteworthy that ISA did not exercise its right to appeal to CAS, but 
:instead refrlllllBd from filing such an appeal, presumably in recognition that the 21-day 
deadline pursuant to art. DC 13.5 of the FINA DC Rules had already expired on 15 
December 2008, the day upon which the ISA High Court decision was issued. 

3.13. There oan be no dispute, however, that FINA was notified _already on 20 November 
2008 of the decision of the ISA Dfaciplinary Committee. FINA also deolared Jn its 
letrer of 2 December 2008 to ISA that, in light of the Disciplinary Committee's 
erroneous application of art. DC 10.2 of the FINA DC Rules, FINA, acting for itself, 
wished to file an appeal to CAS. 

3.14. Moreover, in citing articles DC i3.2.1 and DC 13.2.3 of the FlNA DC Rules in its 
letter, there can be no question that FINA was also awiire that Mr Jeben was an 
International-Level Competitor and that the decision of the ISA Disciplinary Committee 
was to be "appealed exclusively ta the Court of Arbitration for Sport in accordance with 
the provisions applicable before such court." 

3.15. If indeed FINA erroneously assumed that the JSA High Court possessed (internal) 
jurisdiction to hear ISA's !ippeal of the Disciplinary Committee's decision, it must also 
bear the risk of losing its right to appeal for having 5X�eded the 2l•day deadline 
purnlll!lt to art. DC 13.5 of the FINA DC Rules. The consequencBs of this error cannot 
be placed at the burden of Mr Jaben, 

3.16. In the basis of the above, the Panel rules that the Statement of Appeal filed by FINA on 
7 January 2009 must be denied admissibility. 

4, Admissibility of the WADA Statement of Appeal dated 30 January 200.9 

4.l. With regard to parties entitled to appeal to CAS, but whlch were "not a party lo the 
ptoceedtngs having led to a decision wbject to appeal", art. DC 13.5 of the FINA DC 
Rules ptovides as follows: 

"The deadline to.file an appeal to CAS shall be twenty-one (21) drzys.from the date of 
receipt of the decision by the appealing party and FINA. The above notwithstaJtdlng, 
the following shall apply In connection wfth appeals filed by a party entitled to 
appeal but which was not a party to the proceedings having led to a decision subject 
to appeal: 

Within a deadline of ten (10) dayP from receipt of /he decision, such 
party/Jes shall have the n"ght lo request from the body having issued the 
decisi"on a copy of the file on which such body relied. 

If such re.quest Is raised within the above deadline, then a new appeal 
deadline will run fer the concernedptyfrom the day the copy of the file is 
received." 
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4.2. On the basis of the file and the courier tracking protocol, the Panel has concluded that 
WADA did not learn of tb.o dooislon of tb.e ISA Disciplinary Committee until it was 
informed by FINA of the ISA High Court decision on 12 January 2009. ISA did not 
inform WADA of the deci:;ion at the time and in the s!l!Il.e manner as it had informed 
FINA of the Disciplinary Committee decision on 20 November 2008 or the ISA High 
Court decision on 18 December 2008. 

4.3. Bxcept for the laboratory analysis reports issued by the Athens Laboratory on 3 July 
2008 and possibly other subsequent routine laboratozy reports, WADA had only 
knowledge of a pending doping violation. There is no evidence that WADA, in fact, 
learned of the ISA Disciplinary Committee or Hig:h Court decisions from the 
newspapets or other publications, 

4.4. Upon receipt of the ISA High Court decision on 12 January 2009, WADA filed its 
Statement of Appeal -within the 21-day deadline set forth in art, DC 13.5 of the FINA 
DC Rules. 

4,5, ThePanol 1ecognizes that Mr Jaben has raised significant argumi,nts in favor of striking
WADA's Statement of Appeal on the grounds that it, like the FINA appeal, was filed 
too late. If the prosecutorial side of a doping adjudication comprised of both FINA and 
WADA are able to delay the run of the filing deadline by withholding notification of the 
decision, the athlete can indeed be wtjusdy disadvantaged. 

4.6. In this regard, the Panel oollCUls that the absence of specific provisions addrcsiliig filing
deadline,<! applicable to non-parties such as WADA to smctioning proceedings in the 
2003 FINA DC Rules represented a weakness in these former rules. Undet the 2009 
FINA DC Rules, ISA would have been bound under the revised language of art. DC 
14.8 to send "all heari11g and appeal decisions" within ten (10) days to b2th FINA and 
WADA, 

4.7. More impoctantly, however, under the new provision of art. DC 13.5 of. tho 2009 DC 
FINA Rules, WADA in the present case would have been subject to a defined and 
calculable filing deadline for an appeal or intervention, such deadline being the later of: 

"(a) 1wenty-one (21) days after the last day on which any orher party in the case 
could have appealed, 

(b) Twenty-one (21) days after WADA's recdpr of the complete file relat/71g to the
decjJ1ion. "

4.8. In the case at hand, the Panel also notes MI Jaben's argument that, under art. DC 14.6 of 
the 2003 FJNADC Rules, the Member Federation: 

". , . sha11 also regularly update FINA and WADA on the status and findings of any 
review or proceedings conducted plll"SUant to . . . .  DC 13 (Appeals), and, in al!)' CO$e 
in which the period of lneligibility is eliminated under DC 10.5.1 (No Fault or 
Negligence) or reduced under DC ]().5.2 (No Slgnificmit Fault or Negligence). FINA 
and WADA shall be provided with a wn"tten reasoned decision explaining the basis 
for the elimination or reduatton. , , 11 
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4.9. The Panel does uot view the above provision as belng sufficiently defined to provide a 
marking date for the commencement of the appeals filing period, the expiration of 
which would justify forfeiture of the right to appeal. The use of general concepts and 
meanings open to interpretation is common in legal draftsmanship. Because the drafters 
of this provision have, intentionally or unlntentio:oally, applied general and undefined 
te-rms such as "regularly update" and "status and findings", it C11llllot be infened ipso 
jure that they intended to provide a kgal basis justifying the forfeiture of the right to 
appeal for any party to an anti-doping procedure in the event that party violates the 
provision. 

4.10. CAS rulings e-,.ist on the issue whether the failure of a federation to notify a decision to 
WADA in a timely manner provides suffioient cause to deny the admfasibility of an 
appeal filed by WADA. 

4.11. 1n CAS 2006/A/1153 WADA v!Portugu.ese Football Fedo:ration & Nuno Assis Lopes de 
Almeida, more than 20 days had lapsed between the date of 1eceipt of the national 
tribunal's decision m,,d its notification by the national federation to WADA. The latter 
filed its Appeal to CAS 21 days lato:r. More than 40 days had tho:refore passed between 
the receipt of the decision by the national federation and the date on which the appeal 
was filed. by WADA. 

4.12. The CAS Panel ruled in this case that WADA's appeal was filed in due time, It called 
the delay "regrettable", but considei:ed that: 

" . . .  the delay Is acceptable and cannot be regarded as arbitrary or resulting in a 
breach af a,ry procedwal rights of Mr Nuno Assis Lopes de Almeida. The matter 
might be different lfthe delay was more significant than in the present case." 

4.13. In the CAS decision CAS 2007/A/1284 and CAS 2007/A/1308 WADA v/FECNA & 
Lina Maria Prieto, more than ( 4) months bad elapsed between the decision of the I" 
instance Disciplinary Commission on 28 November 2006 and notification of the
decision to WADA on 10 April 2007. FINA was notified of the decision by1he national 
federation on 28 Februazy 2007 and took more than one month to notify the decision to 
WADA. 

4.14. Here, also, the CAS Panel held that the fact that the FINA waited over a month to pasg 
the decision to WADA "is regrettable." The Panel admonished both the national 
federation @d FINA that "it is the duty of a/I International sports federal/am to conduct 
themse/1>es In a fashion which i.s beyond reproach and i.s scrupulously tn accordance 
with their anti-doping rules and policies contained within their organfzalfon's 
rulebook." However, the Fanel concluded: 

''Nevertheless, such a d«lay cannot be hMd against the WADA. Should it be 
otherwise, It would Imply for the WADA to Intervene in natirmal cases and take 
measures or make Inquiries which olwiously fall Into the competence of the FECNA 
or the FINA," 

4.15, In both of the above cases, the CAS Panel rejected the notion that notification of1h<a 
decision could have bem obtained by WADA from the print or electronic media. The 
fact that WADA was informed prior to the decision both of the positive tests and the 
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provisional suspension of the athlete was deemed by the Panel to be "not sufficient to 
impose a good faMh obligation on WADA to enquire about a deci.-,ion isMd by such 
federation." 

4.16. The Panel in the present cll!le shares the opinion set out in WADA v/FECNA & Lina 
Maria Prieto. Placing an active duty on WADA- 11 non-party to the appealed decision -
- to ucilaterally enquire about a decision to be issued by a federation in.order to 
preserve its own right to appeal would place 1.1n undue burden upon the WADA and 
possibly hinder 1he fight against doping. It would require that WADA actively monitor 
each and every of the hundreds of I" instance discipllnazy decisions on the national 
!evtil .

4.17. Such a respoll!!lbility would defeat the purpose of art. DC 13.5 of the FINA DC Rules 
which clearly state:, that the 21-day fllillg period begins to run "from the date of receipt 
of the decision by the appealing party and FINA," As the panel ITT.ated in WADA 
v/FECNA & Lina Marla Prieto: 

"It would . . . impose an unnasor,able burden on WADA, which would have to 
constantly Inform themselves about the curren/ status of the pending proceedings to 
avoid the risk of losing its right to rippeal decisions. One can w:pect from the 
relevant international federation (here: FINA) that ii keeps track of the nation/JI 
disciplinary procedures initfared under ifs supervision • . • .  " 

4.18. Based on the above, the Panel holds that, although the notification of the decision to 
WADA on 12 January 2009 represenil:I a delay of more than 32 days (assuming that 
notification could have, and should have, been made to WADA by either ISA or FINA 
on20 November 2008), the delay is not of such a nature and duration as to warrant the 
striking of the WADA appeal. 

4 .19. The 21-day time limit pursuant to art. DC 13.S of the FINA DC Rules was therefore met 
by WADA when it submitted its Statement of Appeal on 31 January 2009. 

S, Mr Jaben's Violation of the FINA Doping Control Rules 

SJ. The relevant provisions of art. DC 2 of the FINA DC Rules state as follows: 

''DC 2 ANTI-DOPING RULE VIOL4TIONS 

The fol/owing constitute anti- doping rule violations: 

DC 2.1 The presence of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markers 
in a Competitor's bodily Specimen. 

DC 2.1.1 It ts each Competitor's personal duty 10 ensure that no Prohiblte.d 
Substance enters his or her body. Competitors are r&pomiblefor any Prohibited 
Substance or its Metabolites or Markers found to be pr�sent in their bodily 
Specimens. Accordingly if is not necessary thot fnlent, fault, neglige.n�e or 
knowing Use on the Competitor's part be dWJonstrared in order lo establish an 
anti-doping violation under DC 2. J, 
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DC 2.1.2 Excepting those substoncesfar which a quontitat/Ve reporting threshold 
Is specifically Identified in the Prohibited Lisi, the detected presence of any 
quantity of a Prohibited Substance or its Metabolites or Markitrs in a Competllor's 
Sample shall constitute al! cnti-doptngrule violation. 

DC 2.1.3 As an exception to the general rule of DC 2.1, the Prohibited Lisi mll)' 
establish special criteria/or the evalulltfon of Prohibited Substances that can also 
be produced endoge71llusly." 

5.2. The2008 Prohibited List (valid as of 1 Januaiy2008) states under S1. Anabolic Agents 
(the "Li/It") the following: 

"Sl. ANABOLICAGENTS 

Anabolic agents /1J'e prohibited. 

1. AnahollcAndrogenic Steroids (ASS) 

a. Exogenous* AAS, including:

1-twdrostendiol (5a-cmdrwt-1-ene-3ft-diol); 1-androstend/one (5a-androst-l
ene-3, 17-Jione); bolandlot (19-norandrostenedlol), Bolasterone; bold,mone;
boldlone (rmdrosta-1,4 -diene-3, 17-dfone) , . . .  "

5.3. The urine samples provided by M:t Jaben. were found to contain the prohibited substance 
boldenone. Although boldenone is listed under exogenous anabolic e:ndi:ogenic storiods 
in SI 1 a), meaning that it ill a substance whioh ls not ordinarily capable of being 
produced by the body naturally (see definition of"e.rogenous" under* St), 1he List also 
clarifies that boldenone forms an exception to its otherwise elear qlllliification as an 
exogenously-produced substance, Under "b. Endogenous** AAS" oft.he List, it is stated 
with regard to boldenone as follows: 

"In e:,;tremely rare individual cases, boldenone of endogenous origin can be 
consiste/Jlly found at very low nanograms per mt/Jlllter (ng/mL) levels In urine. 
When such a very low concentration of boldenone Is reported by a laboratory and 
the application of any reliable analytical method (e.g. JRMS) has not detennined the 
exogenous origin of the ITTibSUmce, farther imlesligation may be conducted by 
subsequent test(s). " 

5.4. Being primarily an exogenous AAS "i11 extremely rare indi'vldual cases", the testing 
laboratocy mi.st,, in the event of being confronted with an eictremely "rare individual 
case", submit the speoimen to additional reliable analytical 1esti!lg methods such as 
IRMS in order to prove 1:he exogenous or endogenous origin of the prohibited substance 
found. The explanation under "b. Endogenous u AAS" states as follows: 

"Where an anabolic androgenic .steroid is capable of being produced endogenously, 
a Sample will be deemed to contain such Prohibited Substance and an Adverse 
Analytical Finding will be reported where the concentration of suoh Prohibited 
Substance or its metabolites or markers ar1.1/Jor any other relevant ral1o(s) In The 
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Athlete's Sample so deviates from the range of values normally found In humans that 
it is wlikely to be co1'/Sistent with normal endogenous production. A Sample shall 
not be deemed to contain a Prohibited Substance In any such case where an Athlete 
proves that the concentration of the Prohibited Substance or its meiabolites or 
markers and/or the relevant ratio{s) in the Athlete's Samp le is attributable to a
physiological or pathological condition. 

In all C(l.!les, and al aey concentration, the Athlete's Sample will be deemed to 
contain a Prohibited Substance and the laboratory will report an Advert1e Analytical 
Finding. if based on ,my reliable analytical method (e.g. JJ?MS), the laboratory CWI 
show that the Prohibited Substance Is of exogenous origin. ln such case, no farther 
investigation Is necessary." 

5,5. Having reviewed the results of the laboratory analyses conducted on the samples, the 
Panel concludes that the prohibited substan� boldenone and boldenone motabo lite w= 
found in Mt Jahen's A sl!.lllple. The Analysis Report S2008 002 190 of the Cologne 
Laboratory dated 26 June 2008 establishes clearly and beyond question that "the 
GC/CIIRMS results are consistent with an exogenous arlg/n of boldenone and 
boldenone metabo/ttr1". 

5.6. The IRMS ana lysls of the B sample in the Cologne Laboratory resulted in establishing 
only the preseuee ,of bo ldenone metabolite in the anal.yzed aliquot of the B sample, 
Here, also, the B -Analysis Report confirmed that "the GCICDRMS res-ults we consistent 
with an exogenous origin of the boldenone metabalite". 

5.7. The Cologne Laboratory raised no  issue that the concentration of the boldenone 
metabolite found in the specimen was of such "very law" nanogram per milliliter 
(ngfmL) level as to provide cause for suspeoting a possible endogenous origin. To the 
contrary, the Laboratory states clearly that the concentration found con:finns the 
exogenous origin of the boldenone metabollt:e, The substance boldenone could not be 
confirmed in the B sample due to the presence ofa "co-eluting substance." 

5.8. If Mt Jaben take!! the position that he never ingested boldenone, thus implying that the 
origin of the substance must have had an endogenous origin, it falls to his burden to 
prove: 

11
, • , that the concentration ojtJM Prohlbired Substance or its metabolites . . .  in the 

Athlete's Sample fs attributable to a physJological or pathological condition 11 (see Sl 
b. Endogenous AAS of the 2008 Prohibited List).

5.9. Mr Jabe.n has provided no proof ofa physiological or pathological condition which may 
account for the presence of the bo ldenone metabo lile in his bodily fluids. 

5.10. In its statement to WADA dated 16 February 2009, Dr Han.s Geyer, Deputy Head of1he 
Cologne Laboratory, stated as fol lows: 

"For an adverse analytical finding the proof of fhe exogenous origin of the. boldenone 
metabolite is sufficient. This could be shown for the A-andB-somple (annex 1-3). 
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In the A sample ar:!dltirmally the exogenous origin of bo/denone could be proven (see 
annex 1). This was not completely possible in the b-sample, because of a co-eluting 
substance (s«e comment annex 3). Therefore we reparted only the bo/denone 
metabolite (see annex 2). 

The results for boldenone do not influence the final conclusion: The IRMS analyses 
prave the exogenOWI origin of the boldenone metabolite both In the a - and In the B
sample." 

5.11. The expert opinion submitted by Mx Jaben and issued by Dr Douwe de Boer dated 19

November 2008 does not contradict the finding of Dr Geyer. Dr de Boer confinns that 
"the Bo/denone that was idenfljled in the A-sample analysis certificate war not 
Identified In the B-sample ana/y,l'fs", but assflrts the following: 

"A) Despite some remarks, the Cologne WADA doping laboratory adequately prwed 
that the presence of the boldenone metabolite 5/j-androst-1-ene-l?jJ -ol-3-on /JI the 
B - sample was of exogenrms origin

B) The Cologne WADA doping laboratory did not proYe adequately the presence in
the B-sample of bo/denone and its conclusion for the B-samp/e doe:; not Include
the boldenone itself (as opposed to Its conclusion for the A sample IRMS).

C) The presence ofboldenone metabolite 5/J-androst-l-ene-l?jJ-ol..J-on of exogenous
origin can be the resu/1 of the presence of one of  its precursor steroids such as 
bold/one and 1,4,6 androstatrlene-3,17-dfone -meaning the presence of boldenone
metabolite 5_/j-androst-1-ene17fi -o]-3-on of exogenous arigin does not mean
boldenone was present in the athletes lffine." 

5.12. Dr del3oer was comet in bis ea.Iler expertise dated 27 August 2008 to have pointed out 
that "the JRMS analysis Is extremely relevant OS it proves the endogenous or exogenous 
origin of  the compOllnd of interest." 

5.13. ThelRMS analysis of the B sample was, however, conducted prior to the hearing beforo 
the ISA Disciplinary Committee and it .resulted in the finding, confirmed by Dr de Boer, 
that boldenonemetabolite of exogenous origin was present in hQ!h the A andB samples. 

5.14. After reviewing the laboratory results and the expert opinions, the Panel does not share 
the view of Mr Jaben that the B sample conclusioll!l of the Athens Laboratory "were 
wrong and different from Cologne IRMS results". Boldenone metabolite wag found to
be present in M the A and B sample analyses and on the basis of the J1U..:!S test to be 
of exogenous origin . 

.5.15. The fact that the substance boldenone was .Mt found in the B sample does not invalidate 
the finding of an anti-doping violation on the grounds of art. DC 7.1.9 of the FINA DC 
roles, namely that: 

"If the sample "B" proves negative, the entire test shall be consideted negative and 
the Competitor, his Member Federation, andFJNA shall be so infonned." 
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5.16. The same conclusion must be drawn with regard to Section 5.2.4.3.2,9 of the WADA 
International Standard for Laboratories ("ISL") which provides that: 

"ff the "B" Sample oonfirmatlon does not provide 1111a/ytlca/find/Jigs that confirm the 
"A" Sample result, the Sample shall be comldered negative and the Te5ting 
Ai,thorlty, WADA and the International Federation notified of the new OJ1alyt/cal 
.finding," 

5.17. The B sample tested by the Cologne Laboratory in IRMS analy!is did not prove 
negative. Dr de Boe!, does not refute the fuot that boldenone metabolite 5il-androst--1-
en_e.i7.ll-ol-3-on was present nor that it was of exogenous origin. 

5.18. The Panel understands Dr de Boer's opinion of 19 Novembe! 2008 to mean that the 
uncontested presence of boldenone metabolite could also be the result of othe! precursor 
steroids such as boldione and 1,4,6 androstatrlene-.3,17-dione. At the very least, Dr de 
Boer is not clear on this point. If, however, Dr de Boer takes the position that the 
precursor steroid can be attributable to another ASS other I.ban boldenone, it becomes 
the buclen of Mr Jaben to prove such origin. 

5.19. Dr de Boex's lack of clarity is, however, not deciding of issue. The purpose ofIRMS 
testing is, as Dr 00 Boer himself emphasizes, to prove the endogenous or exogenous 
origin of the prohibited substance, in this C!ll!e the boldenone metabolite whloh was 
proved to be present in both s!llllples. In this regard, the task of IRMS testing is not 
unlike the testing for the exogenous orig.in of a Threshold Substan.ce as governed unde! 
SeetiOA S.2.4.3.2.,4 of the ISL. That provision states: 

"For exogenous Threshold Substances, the ''B" Bample results need only conf1rm the 
':4 '' Bample idenJijlcotionfor the AdversaAna/ytfcol Finding to be Wllid." 

5.20. In the case at hand, the identity of the substance in both samples had been established 
both by the Atherui and Cologne Laboratories on the basis ofthei:r respective analyses. 
The task of the IRMS analysis was to prove the exogenous origin of the bolden.one 
metabolite. In the view of the Panel, the Cologne Laboratory ccwfumed suoh exogenous 
origin. 

5.21. Lastly, apart from the delayedpro�essing ofthe samples by the Athens and the Cologne 
Laboratories, Mr Jab en's claims of other departures from the International Standard for 
Laboratories and the International Standard for Testing remain unsubstB.ntiated. This is 
particularly the case with regani to hls charge that "chain of custody" in the handling of 
the samples has been breaohed. Mr Jaben does not olalm that these alleged violations of 
the International St!!ndards have cITTISed the advers� analytical finding (art, DC 3 of the 
FINA DC Rules). 

5.22, After all of the above, the Panel holds that the presence ofbo!denonemetabolite in both 
specimens, which was proved in IRMS testing to b� of exogCJJ.ous origiu, is sufficient to 
support the doping violation. ' 
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6.1. Having established that Mr Jaben committed a doping violatiOl! by reason of the 
presence of the boldenone metabolite in bis bodily specimen, it ls not necessary to 
cons:ider Mr Jaben's possiblo intent, fault, negligence, knowing or unknowing use of 
boldenone. Pur=t to art, DC 2.1.2 of the F™A DC Rules, "rhe detected presence of 
wzy (]1JC111tity of Prohibited Substance ar its Metabolites or Markars fn .a Competitor's 
Sample shall constitute an anti-doping violation." 

6 ,2 . Pursuant to art. DC 10.2 of the FINA DC Rules, the period of Ineligibility imposed fur a 
violation of art. DC 2.1 of the same Rules (presence of Prohi:c,ited Substance or its 
Metabolites or Markers) shall be two (2) years in the event of a first violation, The 
doping violation took place out-ofccompetition. 

6.3. Art, DC 10.5 of the FINA DC Rules governs the el.imination or reduction of the period 
of ineligibility bailed on e:1:ceptional oiroumstances: 

"DC 10.5.1. Jfthe Competitor establishes in an individual cMe Involving an anti
doping rule violation under DC 2.1 (presence of Prohibited Substance or Its 
Metabolites or Markers) or Use of a Prohibited SubMrmce or Prohibited Method 
under DC 2.2 that he or she bears No Fault or Negligence for the. violation the 
othenvise applicable period of Ineligibility shall be eliminated. When tJ Prohibited 
Substance ur its Markers or Metabolites is detected In a Competitor's $pecimen In 
violation of DC 2.1 (Presence of Prohibited Substance), the Competitor must also 
establish how the Prohibited Substance entered his or her system in order to have the 
period of Ineligibility eliminated. , , , . " 

6.4. Art. DC 10.5.2 of the FINA DC Rules establishes the parameters of a reduced 
lneligibility sanction: 

''ff tJ Competitor establishes In an Individual case involving such violations that he or 
she bears No Significant F'ault or Negltgence, then the period of Ineligibility may be 
reduced, but the reduced period of Ineligibility may not be less than one-half of the 
minimum period of Ineligibi1ity otherwise applicable. " 

6.5. In reviewing the facts of the present case, the Panel is unable to find grounds which 
argue in favor ofa reduction ln the sanction from two (2) years to one (1) year pursuant 
to art. DC 10.5.2 of the FINA DC Rule�. 

6,6. The Panel notes Mr Jaben's vehemence in denying that he ever took boldenone. The 
Laboratory resJllis have, however, ptoven the contrery. It has been established to the 
comfortable satkfaction of the Panel that boldenone metabolite was foood to be present 
in his body on 30 April 2008. Mr Jaben has provided no information as to how the 
precursor substance, inadvertently or unconsoiously, may have enten:dbis body. 

6.7. Based on the above, the Panel takes the position that the ISA Disolplinary Committee 
erred in impasing a one (1) year term of ineligibility. For the above reasons , the Panel 
holds that the term to be imposed upon Mr Jaben shall be increased from one year to 
two years. 
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7.1, Alt.. DC 10.8 of the FINA DC Rules permits an adjustment of the commencement date 
of the period of ineligibility where such modification is appropriate for consideratiOIIB 
of fairness; 

"DC 10.8 The Period of Ineligibility shall start on thl; date of the hearing decision 
providing for Jnellgtbility or, if tk hearing is waive� on tire date Ineligibility is 
accepted or otherwise imposed, Any period of l.'rovfs/onal Suspension (whether 
imposed or voluntarily accepted) shall he crefilted ,against the total period of 
Ineligibility to he served. Where required by fairness, such as delays in the hearing 
process or other aspects of Doping Control not atrributab/e to the Competitor, the 
period of Ineligibility may st(lf/ at rm earlier date commencing as early as the date of 
the Sample Collection." 

7.2. In the instant cll!le, the ISA Disciplinary Committee set the starting date of Mr Jaben's 
period of ineligibility on the first daie ofhis provisional suspension on 5 June 2008. 

7.3. The Panel has taken into consideration the number of the delays which have occumd in 
both the testing and the adjudicatlve proces.s in this matter. These begin with the 
inordinate delay in the completion of the laboratory analyses. The latter commenced 
upon the xeceipt of the samples in the Athens Laboratory on 7 May 2008 and ended 
with the report of the IRMS findings of the Cologne Laboratory on the B sample on 14 
Novembey2008, 

7.4. No explanation has been given by WADA regarding the delay in requesting the IRMS 
analysis of the B sample, the completion of which was, in a doping violation such as in 
this case whioh involves boldenone, a prerequisite fut the validation of the sample 
teru.og, 

7,5. Taken togeiliw'., the laboratozy analyses spiumed a period of more than 6 months, As a 
result of this delay, the hearing before the ISA Disciplinary Colillilittee could not teke 
place until 19 November 2008, the Panel considers this span to pose an undue bunfo:n 
upon the athlete. 

7.6. Over and above the time span required for the laboratory analyses, the Panel notes that 
FINA's delay of almost one month betwee.n its receipt of ISA's notification of the 
decision and the filing ofFINA's appeal to CAS was unduly long. 

7.7. Although the ISA High Court acted swiftly (less than 4 weeks) in detennining that i t  
lacked jurisdiction to hear the appeal under art. DC 13.2.1 of the FINA DC Rules, the 
fact that ISA omitted notifying the High Court decision to  WADA resulted in further 
delaying the WADA appeal. Taking into consideration the time needed for the ISA 
High Court to render its decision, almost seven weeks passed from the date of the 
Disclpl!nary Committee decision of 19 November 2008 until 7 January 2009, the date 
of the FINA appeal, and almost eleven weeks passed until WADA filed its appeal . 
With regard to the WADA appeal, the filing was further delayed by the need for 
WADA to request the sending of the complete file. 
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7.8. Mr Jaben had no control over these delays and bears no resp=ibility fot them. The 
athlete has a right to an expeditious hearing and timely completion of the adjudicative 
process. This is clem:ly articulated in llrti.cles DC 8.2 and DC S.2.1 of the FINA DC 
Rules .  

7.9. In light of these delays, the Panel considers that it ls fair and appropriate to move the 
commencement date of the ineligibility period from 5 June 2008, the date of the 
provisional suspension, to 30 April 2008, the date of the sample collection. 

8. Costs

8.1. Subject to the payment of the CAS Court Office fee of Swiss francs 500,·• by the 
Appellants 1 and 2, art. R 65.1 of the CAS Code provides that the CAS proceedings 
shall be free. Too CAS will In both cases retain the Court Office fees. The fees and 
costs of the arbitrators are borne by the CAS (art. R 65.l oithe CAS Code). 

8.2. Art . R 65.3 provides that the costs of the parties, witnesses, e�erts and interpretets 
shall be advanced by the parties. In the award, the Panel shall deeide which party shall 
bear these costa or in what proportion the parties shall share th=, taking into account 
the outcome of the prooeedlngs, as well as the conduct and financial resources of the 
parties. 

8.3. In the CEISe at hand, the WADA's appeal was admitted, tht!FINA appeal was, in contrast, 
declared inadmissible fox belng late. As a �eral rule, the CAS grants the prevailing 
party a contribution toward its legal fees and other expenses incmred in connection with 
the proceedings, WADA was assisted by a professional legal adviser. Acoordingly, the 
Panel deems itto be fair to order Mr Jab en to contribute to the costs incumd by WADA 
lnan amountofCHF 1,000. 

8.4. With re gard to ISA and the outcome oftbis arbitration, the Panel takes the view that it 
should be ordered to participate in the cost contribution to WADA in .an wnaunt of CHF 
2,000. 

S.5. With re gard to FINA, to ISA and to Mr Jaben, respectively, and having taken into
account the outcome of the arbitration, the Panel is of the view that eaoh should bear 
their own legal fees and other expell.l'es incurred in connection with this arbitration. 
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ON THESE G:R.01JNDS 

The Court of Arbitration for Sport rules: 

1. The appeal of the World Anti-Doping Agency against the decis ions of the Disciplinary
Committee of the Israel Swimming Association dated 19 November 2008 and of the
High Court of the Israel Swimming Association dated 15 December 2008 is declared
admissible and is partially upheld,

2, The appeal of the F,deration Internationale de Natation against the decisions of the 
Disciplinazy Committee of the Israel Swimming Association dared 19 November 2008 
and of the High Court of the Israel Swlmniing: Associatlon dated 15 December 2008 is 
dedw:ed inadmissible. 

3. .The decision of the Disciplinary Committee of the Israel Swimming Association dated
19 November 2008 is modified; Mr Jaben ls declared ineligible for  a period of two (2) 
years, commencing as of30 April 2008 without any interruption. 

4. All competitive results achieved by Mr Jaben from 30 April 2008 through 5 June 2008,
the dare of his provisional suspension, and between the date he resumed competition
pursuant to the deoision of the Disciplinary Committee of the Israel Swimming 
Association dated 19 November 2008 until the date of this award shall be invalidated
with the consequence that all medals, points and prizes sball be fo:rfuited.

5. This award is pronounced without ccists, except for the non-reimbuzsable Court Office 
fee ofCHF SOO (five hundred Swis� Francs) already paid by each of the Appellants and
to be retained by the CAS.

6. Mr Jaben is ordered to pay to the World Anti-Doping Agency rui. amount ofCHF 1,000 
(one thousand Swiss Francs) as a contribution towards the latteis legal and other costs
incurred in connection with the presem arbitration.

7. The Israel Swimming Association is ordered to pay to the World Anti-Doping Age,icy
an am.cunt of' CHF 2,000 (two thonsand Swiss Francs) all a contribution towatds the
latter's legal and other costs lncurred in c_onnectio.n with the present arbitration,

8. lV!r Jaben, the Israel Swimming Association and the Federation Internationale de
Natation shall bear their own legal and other costs.

9. All other motions or petitions for relief are ,diBllllssed.

Done in Laus:ume, 13 July 2009 

THE COURT OF ARBITRAT ON FOR SPORT 

4.lC. 1.../ 
President of the  P 

John A, Faylor 




